BLUE JACKET FOUNDER’S MATCH RULES
The following is a list of the rules and requirements for the Blue Jacket
Match.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The target will be a shingle, free of knots, with an “X” drawn on it by
the competitor with a knife.
The only spotters to be used will be black powder mixed with spit or
water.
The match will be three shots for record at the distance of 50 yards.
In case of a tie, the farthest shot from the center will lose.
The match will be shot offhand.
The match will be scored by string measure from the center of the “X”
to the center of each shot. Shortest total string measure wins.
*Calipers may be used in place of the string following same rules.
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6.

7.

Each NRLHF Rendezvous that enters a target for National
Competition must send 2 (two) medallions from their Rendezvous to
be used as part of the plaque. The plaque will be awarded to the
National winner at the opening ceremony of the winning rendezvous
the following year. If the National winner cannot attend this event, the
trophy will be awarded at any NRLHF event the winner can attend.
The winner’s target, name, address, and telephone number, and 2
(two) rendezvous medallions must be given to the Rendezvous
Delegate in Charge. Please make sure the contact information is
legible.

The NRLHF Board of Directors has volunteered to keep up with the
winners, etc. They will make a plaque for the winner of each event. The
NRLHF will also provide a horn and sash for the overall winner, of the 5
matches.
The Delegate in Charge will mail the target to:
NRLHF
PO Box 376
Hershey, PA 17033
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BLUE JACKET FOUNDER’S MATCH RESULTS

Rendezvous Name

Year

Forward this paper with the target
Items to be forwarded
_____Target
Winner’s Name
Winner’s Address
___________________________
Winner’s telephone number

(

Winner’s e-mail address (optional)

___________________________

)

2 Rendezvous medallions
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